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1 Description

NLP has conventionally focused on modeling
words, phrases, and documents. However, hu-
man psychology and behavior underpin the sub-
stance of Natural Language. Motivated by the
idea that natural language is primarily generated by
people, the field has recently witnessed a growth
of interdisciplinary empirical work that integrates
person-level information. For example, methods
have been introduced to model person-level differ-
ence in meaning (Welch et al., 2022; Lynn et al.,
2017), disentangle group-level biases and dynam-
ics (Hovy and Søgaard, 2015; Shah et al., 2020),
and even expose society-level processes reflected
in language (Giorgi et al., 2022; Curtis et al., 2018).
A demand has emerged for NLP researchers and
practitioners to develop a deeper understanding of
the individuals, groups, and societies that shape all
forms of natural language (Hovy and Yang, 2021).

Natural language is inherently human — neglect-
ing the personal and social aspects of language cre-
ates a gap in understanding the function, meaning,
and processes that drive natural language (Hovy
and Yang, 2021; Flek, 2020). These factors span
from individual attributes up to cultural norms of
communities. Previous works have demonstrated
the importance of contextualizing these social fac-
tors along with language in order to better under-
stand the humans behind it (e.g., Volkova et al.,
2013; Lukin et al., 2017).

To make NLP systems aware of the linguistic
aspects of the multiple levels of human factors,
multiple disciplines within the field are beginning
to adopt models that consider the hierarchical struc-
ture of human influence upon language — specifi-
cally, author differences, close-knit group dynam-
ics, and larger societal contexts, as shown in Fig-
ure 1. Such influences already permeate texts writ-
ten by humans; by leveraging established patterns
in human thought, emotion, and interpersonal be-
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Figure 1: A depiction of the hierarchical structure of
how humans influence language. Language found in
personal contexts are used to transmit human thought,
while also containing direct and latent attributes of the
groups they socialize with and cultural aspects of their
communities. These levels go beyond traditional view
of NLP of seeing language composed of just words,
phrases or even documents.

havior, we enrich our ability to model natural lan-
guage. Works that integrate the individual author
factors, such as age and gender, have found that
they can meaningfully improve performance in
NLP tasks (Long et al., 2017; Hovy, 2015). Like-
wise, when studying group dynamics, inclusion
of social networks have improved model perfor-
mance (Yang and Eisenstein, 2017; Farnadi et al.,
2018; Mishra et al., 2018; Del Tredici et al., 2019).
This effect has also borne out at the community-
level, where careful consideration of the socio-
demographics of authors improves model outcomes
(Curtis et al., 2018; Zamani et al., 2018). Inten-
tional inclusion of the larger contexts that language
exists within has become a fundamental component
of state-of-the-art modeling techniques.

Aimed at the NLP researchers or practitioners
who would like to integrate human – individual,
group, or societal level factors into their analyses,
this tutorial will cover recent techniques and li-
braries for doing so at each level of analysis. Start-
ing with human-centered techniques that provide
benefit to traditional document- or word-level NLP
tasks (Garten et al., 2019; Lynn et al., 2017), we
undertake a thorough exploration of critical human-
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level aspects as they pertain to NLP, gradually mov-
ing up to higher levels of analysis: individual per-
sons, individual with agent (chat/dialogue), groups
of people, and finally communities or societies.

Techniques covered will range from controlling
for and correcting biases across demographics, so-
cioeconomic, and other extra-linguistic variables,
to leveraging the inherent multi-level structure and
placement of language in social contexts. Taken
together, participants will acquire techniques for
modeling language in human-context that not only
offer opportunities for improved accuracies, but
also suggest improvements to fairness and social
sensibility of NLP in our increasingly digital world.

In selecting topics to cover, we have considered
both recency as well as some degree of demon-
strated generalization – empirical tests across many
domains by the original authors themselves or via
replication of the underlying concepts by others.
Approximately half of the tools we discuss are de-
veloped by others, while those techniques devel-
oped by the presenters span multiple labs and even
fields of expertise.

In this tutorial, we will detail how emerging tech-
niques tackling this problem confer important ad-
vantages across traditional NLP tasks. Since natu-
ral language, at its core, is an expression of human
cognition and communication (Boyd and Schwartz,
2021), we pay particular attention to methods that
draw on theories by researchers in fields as diverse
as psychology, sociology, engineering, linguistics
and beyond. Our aim is that this tutorial will in-
spire new researchers to push the boundaries of
NLP, such that a new version of this tutorial will
be necessary in short order.

2 Type of Tutorial

The tutorial will introduce research that has suc-
cessfully integrated personal and social factors into
traditional NLP as a foundation for cutting-edge
research in the field. This multidisciplinary work
has not been presented at prior *CL tutorials and
is timely, given recent excitement in the *CL com-
munity for human-aware NLP systems. Unique
aspects of this tutorial will include 1) interdisci-
plinary methods woven together into a coherent
framework for human-centered NLP, 2) theory and
domain expertise from an interdisciplinary team
of presenters, and 3) hands-on demonstrations that
facilitate immediate uptake and application by at-

tendees1.

3 Target Audience & Pre-Requisites

Our intended audience for this tutorial is experi-
enced as well as upcoming NLP researchers look-
ing to add human and social contexts to traditional
NLP tasks. We expect this tutorial will attract 70-
100 attendees.

We expect that attendees will arrive with a prac-
tical baseline knowledge of machine learning and
computational linguistics. Specifically, we antici-
pate that our audience will be familiar with Trans-
former based NLP models, and canonical tasks that
the field has been applied to such as: document
classification, stance detection, etc.

4 Outline

Introduction (15 minutes)

The 3 hour tutorial will begin with a brief overview
of the entire session organized from the individual-
to the societal levels of context. We will also in-
troduce the key concepts in behavioral and social
science that motivate the techniques that will be
discussed in the subsequent sections.

Individual Human Context (40 minutes)

In this session, we will review the methods
for producing user representation from language,
ranging from simple N gram features to ad-
vanced techniques such as Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (Schwartz et al., 2013), Word2Vec (Amir et al.,
2017; Benton et al., 2016), and Transformer mod-
els (Matero et al., 2019; V Ganesan et al., 2021).
Importantly, these language-based user represen-
tations gain considerable power and effectiveness
when integrated with user–level factors (Benton
et al., 2016; Huang and Paul, 2019) for analyses.
Such user factors include, but are not limited to,
personal attributes such as age, gender, personality
traits, and past experiences that characterize and
differentiate people from one another.

We will showcase different user factor adapta-
tion methods for merging human and social factors
with language representations (Yang and Eisen-
stein, 2017; Lynn et al., 2017). While these meth-
ods produce user representations by taking a per-
son’s full picture into account, it is also pivotal
to preserve the privacy of the individuals. Thus
we will also review works (Sawhney et al., 2023;

1all materials will be available on bit.ly/text2context
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Alawad et al., 2020) demonstrating the successful
implementation of human-level NLP systems in-
corporating differential privacy (Dwork and Roth,
2014) to ensure secure and privacy-preserving NLP
practices.

Individuals with Agents (35 minutes)

One way in which NLP systems can see
a considerable improvement in their effective-
ness/performance is through explicit modeling of
the reciprocal influence between the user(s) and
the context within which interactions occur. For
example, the language that a person generates is
determined not only by their accumulated traits,
demographics, and psychological characteristics,
but also by immediate and distal contextual factors
such as the nature of the relationship between com-
municators, their individual discourse goals, and
the broader characteristics of the situation accord-
ing to psychological theory.

This session will begin by considering the “gen-
erator” of language and its mathematical formula-
tion, explicitly beginning with the notion of lan-
guage emerging in the context of an individual
person’s collected history of verbal behavior (Soni
et al., 2022). Next, we will look at how individuals
or personas make their way into dialogue and con-
versational AI systems (Li et al., 2016; Qian et al.,
2018), leading to a marked improvement in the
modeling of social interactions above and beyond
person–level modeling strategies. Finally, we intro-
duce psychology-grounded metrics aimed at assess-
ing conversational AI on an individual level (Giorgi
et al., 2023) and how they contrast with the more
traditional automatic dialog metrics (Rodríguez-
Cantelar et al., 2023).

Break (30 minutes)

Groups as Context (35 minutes)

We will go over the methods that place emphasis
on treating individuals and groups as interactive
entities, with the individual’s interactions within
a group adding context to documents (Del Tredici
et al., 2019; Sawhney et al., 2021; Zamani and
Schwartz, 2021). Drawing inspiration from adja-
cent fields, particularly computational social sci-
ence, we will show how to analyze the language of
user-associated groups (Goldberg et al., 2015), un-
veil valuable insights into the context of an individ-
ual, the evolving dynamics of group language usage
over time (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2013),

and its influence on individual language patterns
(Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2011; Ashokku-
mar and Pennebaker, 2022). By incorporating code
demonstrations and references, we will discuss how
these methods can enrich multiple traditional NLP
tasks.

Communities (40 minutes)
This tutorial session will cover the basics of creat-
ing language estimates of spatial communities (e.g.,
U.S. states or provinces in China). We will cover
topics such as aggregation, as in how to move from
documents to communities through people (Giorgi
et al., 2018), selection biases (Giorgi et al., 2022),
ecological fallacies (i.e., language patterns at the in-
dividual level do not always hold at the community
level; Jaidka et al. 2020), and cultural considera-
tions (Havaldar et al., 2023). Participants in this
session will be provided with a code notebook to
experiment with on their own to examine the gains
from proper methods for handling community-level
text.

Wrap Up (15 minutes)
We will end the tutorial by briefly summarizing the
topics covered across all the sessions, distinguish-
ing the situations for which methods are appropri-
ate, concluding with a perspective on the future of
human-centered NLP.

Other than the introduction and wrap-up, the other
sessions will have around 70% of the time allocated
to talks, followed by interactive sessions with code
demonstrations and questions from the audience.

5 Reading List

• User representation through language (Benton
et al., 2016; Soni et al., 2022)

• Individual level dialog models (Li et al., 2016)

• Human factor adaptation (Hovy, 2015; Lynn
et al., 2017; Soni et al., 2024)

• Groups as Individual Context (Ashokkumar
and Pennebaker, 2022; Goldberg et al., 2015)

6 Breadth of Tutorial

Owing to the diverse nature of the sessions and the
presenters’ backgrounds, about two-thirds of the
materials will encompass contemporary research
works from other teams, with the other third com-
ing from our works for this tutorial (Schwartz et al.,
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2013; Soni et al., 2022; Lynn et al., 2017; Giorgi
et al., 2022; Jordan et al., 2019).

7 Diversity Considerations

We are an interdisciplinary team composed of com-
puter scientists and psychologist across 3 institu-
tions. We intend to leverage multiple levels of ex-
pertise to be accessible to an audience with varied
fluency. We have 4 highly-experienced researchers
(3 Professors, 1 Data Scientist at NIH) and 5 rising
researchers (each with one or more *CL publica-
tions). Presenters span multiple demographics, eth-
nicities, and non-neurotypical backgrounds. This
tutorial is aimed at encouraging more human-aware
NLP systems through the incorporation of personal,
demographic and cultural attributes of the speaker.

8 Tutorial Presenters

Salvatore Giorgi is a senior data scientist for the
National Institute of Drug Abuse and the World
Well Being Project at University of Pennsylva-
nia. His research focuses on multi-level NLP and
bias mitigation. Webpage: https://sjgiorgi.
github.io/
João Sedoc is an Assistant Professor in the de-
partment of Technology, Operations and Statis-
tics at New York University Stern School of Busi-
ness. João’s research areas are at the intersec-
tion of machine learning and natural language
processing. His interests include conversational
agents, model evaluation, deep learning, and crowd-
sourcing. Webpage: https://stern.nyu.edu/
faculty/bio/joao-sedoc
H. Andrew Schwartz is an Associate Professor at
Stony Brook University and Director of the Hu-
man Language Analysis Lab. His research fo-
cuses on interdisciplinary human-centered NLP,
publishing in both computational linguistics and
psychological science venues. Webpage: https:
//www3.cs.stonybrook.edu/~has/
Ryan L. Boyd is a psychologist and computational
social scientist. His research uses behavioral sci-
ence methods to understand how verbal behavior
provides clues to how we think, feel, and behave,
focusing on domains ranging from personality to
society, mental health, human sexuality, and story-
telling (e.g., Boyd et al., 2015, 2020). Webpage:
https://www.ryanboyd.io
Adithya V Ganesan is a Computer Science PhD
student at the Stony Brook University, with re-
search focusing on building NLP systems for

Psychological applications. Webpage: https:
//adithya8.github.io

Siddharth Mangalik is a Computer Science PhD
student at Stony Brook University. His research
work focuses on methods for examining the lan-
guage of large-scale communities across time.
Webpage: https://smangalik.github.io/
Vasudha Varadarajan is a Computer Science PhD
student at Stony Brook University. Her research
focuses on using discourse-level NLP for under-
standing cognitive styles, and also on improving
language-based mental health assessments. Web-
page: https://vasevarad.github.io
Nikita Soni is a Computer Science PhD student
at Stony Brook University. Her research focuses
on large language modeling in the additional con-
text of the human behind the language. Webpage:
https://www3.cs.stonybrook.edu/~nisoni/

Swanie Juhng is a Computer Science PhD student
at Stony Brook University. Her research focuses
on developing NLP and ML systems to understand
the context of psychological conditions. Webpage:
https://swaniejuhng.github.io

9 Ethics Statement

As with most human centered NLP tasks, one must
carefully consider issues of privacy and consent,
as well as social context and unintended down-
stream applications. Human level data, which en-
compasses text as well as non-linguistic data such
as self-reports (surveys or health records, for exam-
ple) and inferred factors (such as language-based
estimates of gender or personality), may contain
sensitive or identifying information. Thus, care
must be taken when collecting, storing, and analyz-
ing data, as well as presenting results (e.g., directly
quoting text), in order to not publicize private data
or identify individuals. For example, Reddit fo-
rums are often self-moderated intimate communi-
ties where users may anonymously discuss private
and sensitive details related to, among others, men-
tal and physical health, substance use and recovery,
and parenting. Identifying personal accounts in
such contexts may be especially harmful to indi-
viduals (Proferes et al., 2021). Similarly, many
studies which use publicly available social media
data are classified as not involving human subjects
and exempt from Institutional Review Board ap-
proval. Thus, the humans behind the social media
accounts do not explicitly consent to research stud-
ies (Chancellor et al., 2019).
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There are also ethical issues around inferring hu-
man factors using NLP or machine learning meth-
ods. Common tasks such as inferring sociodemo-
graphics can suffer from limited representation in
data sets (sample biases) or narrow definitions of
social constructs (e.g., binary gender). Misclas-
sifications can have unintended downstream con-
sequences which, as more automated systems are
deployed in real world situations, are becoming
increasingly consequential (Mehrabi et al., 2021).
Many algorithms designed to address such issues
and remove biases often further marginalize vulner-
able groups (Xu et al., 2021).

On the other hand, incorporating human factors
may help alleviate biases. For example, when re-
moving selection biases from population-level es-
timates one must know the socio-demographics
of the people within the sample. In the current
context, for example, this could mean estimating
human factors, such as age and income, at scale
across millions of Twitter users. Dialog agents, as
another example, can run the risk of mimicking
the social and cultural biases in their training data.
Thus, forcing diverse ranges of human factors on
agents may make them more diverse. Given this
range of concerns, addressing ethical issues will be
woven into each section of the tutorial.
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